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Introduction
There is evidence that financial stress may cause severe financial crises and recessions (Bloom (2009) , and Borio and Drehman(2009) ). It is therefore of crucial importance to detect and to predict potential financial stress for the conduct of economic policy. Given the definition that financial stress is an interruption of the normal functioning of the financial system (ECB, 2009), 1 the starting point to monitor financial stress is to develop formal measures of financial stress.
In recent years, many studies have been creating a Financial Stress Index (FSI), a continuous measure of the state of stress in the financial system, to examine which economic variables can help predict financial stress for one country or for several countries. can help predict financial stress in Canada. However, their work provides only point predictions of future financial stress. Point predictions can, at most, convey some notion of the central tendency of future financial stress, and provide nothing at all about the possible uncertainty of the future financial stress. However, for most decision problems, reliance on point forecasts will not be sufficient and probability forecasts will be needed to provide insights on the likelihood of the occurrence of a financial stress event for a given period of time (Gneitinga and Ranjanb, 2011 , and the references therein). 2 Christensen and Li (2013) propose a semiparametric early warning model for financial stress events. Their model performs well in predicting well-known financial stress events. The restriction of their model, however, is that it depends on the assumptions that different countries have the same link function (cumulative distribution function of the residuals), and the data are required to be stationary. These assumptions limit its country coverage and the data used.
The objective of this paper is to propose an early warning system (EWS) that can predict the probability of the occurrence of a financial stress event within a given period of time. To achieve this goal, we use the FSIs proposed by the IMF for developed economies, as the measures of financial stress, to predict the probability of the occurrence of a financial stress event within a given period of time for 13 OECD countries: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Finland, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The signal extraction approach proposed by Kaminsky, Lizondo and Reinhart (1998)(KLR) is used to monitor the evolution of a number of economic indicators that tend to exhibit unusual behaviour in the period preceding a financial stress event. Most of the indicators used in this paper come from the indicators reported in Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache (1998), Kaminsky (1998) , and Davis and Karim (2008), but for different countries and different time spans. 3 These indicators are chosen based on theoretical considerations and their availability on a quarterly basis. In particular, we add a financial contagion indicator into the set of indicators to capture the possible contagion effect, because a financial stress event is more likely to spread to a country that is competing and trading with countries that have been experiencing a financial stress event. Twelve indicators are included in our model: real GDP growth rate, exchange rate, real short-term interest rate, inflation, ratio of M2 to foreign exchange rate, return on house price index, growth rate of private credit, ratio of bank reserves to bank assets, ratio of current account to GDP, return on stock market index, indicator of financial contagion and the three-quarter moving average of FSI.
Given the individual indicators, we propose three different composite indicators, namely, the summed composite indicator, the extreme composite indicator and the weighted composite indicator, which are used to predict the probability of the occurrence of a financial stress event. We evaluate in-sample and out-of-sample performance of the three composite models. In-sample forecasting results suggest that the three composite indicators are useful tools for predicting financial stress events, although none of them outperforms others across all the criteria considered. Out-of sample forecasting results indicate that for most of the countries, including Canada, the weighted composite indicator performs better than the two others across all the criteria considered.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the definition of a financial stress event and introduces how to use the proposed signal extraction approach to predict the likelihood of the occurrence of financial stress events for a given period of time. Section 3 evaluates the performance of our early warning system. Section 4 concludes.
Model Specification
The design of an early warning system for financial stress events requires consideration of the scope of the model (country coverage, choice of indicators and time dimensions), the definition of a financial stress event, and the econometric model. In this paper, we adopt the econometric model used by KLR (1998) to predict the probability of the occurrence of a financial stress event within 4 a given period of time.
The Definition of a Financial Stress Event
In general, financial stress is unobservable, but some key features are frequently associated with an increased degree of perceived risk and uncertainty. To capture these features of financial stress, the IMF constructed an FSI for developed economics. The FSI is a variance-weighted average of three subindexes associated with the banking, securities and foreign exchange markets. All components in the three subindexes are originally in monthly frequency. The FSI is constructed by taking the average of the components after adjusting for the sample mean and standardizing by the sample standard deviation. Finally, it is converted into a quarterly frequency by taking the average of the monthly data. 4 In this paper, we use the FSIs proposed by the IMF as the measures of financial stress for 13 OECD countries: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The signal extraction approach used in this paper involves monitoring the evolution of a number of economic indicators. When one of these indicators deviates from its " normal " behaviour, this is taken as a warning signal about a possible financial stress event within a given period of time.
To make the approach operational, we need to define what is a financial stress event.
As a first step, for country j, we define a financial stress event as the event when the financial stress index rises above an extreme value,
where µ FSI and σ FSI are the sample mean of FSI and the sample standard deviation. To identify financial stress events, Illing and Liu (2006) use k = 2 in equation (1) , while Cardarelli et al.
(2009) use k = 1 in equation (1) . In this paper, we use k = 1.5 to identify the financial stress events. Although the choice of k = 1.5 as a threshold is somewhat arbitrary, the cataloguing of crises obtained by this choice tends to follow closely the chronology of financial market stress described in the literature. In particular, another reason that we chose k = 1.5 standard deviation is that it yields a reasonable number of observations for estimating the probabilities of the occurrence that a financial stress event happens. 5 Since the values of FSI are very volatile, in terms of its persistence, implying that frequently switching between a financial stress event and a normal state of financial stress is implausible, we construct a quarterly data-based EWS model for financial stress events. As well, some important indicators, for example, GDP data and the current account/GDP, are available only at quarterly frequencies. We therefore use quarterly observations of the FSI.
The next crucial question is to define the signalling horizon or the window of a financial stress event. The objective of our EWS is not to predict the exact timing of a financial stress event, but to predict whether a financial stress event occurs within a specific time horizon. Our approach consists of transforming the variable h f s j,t into a forward-looking variable Y j,t which is defined as follows:
In other words, our model attempts to predict whether a financial stress event will occur during a particular period of time, in this case, in the upcoming four quarters. Choosing the length of this period requires a balance between two opposite requirements. On the one hand, the indicators tend 5 Using a threshold vector autoregression (TVAR) model with four variables (GDP growth rate, inflation, financial stress index, and interest rate) in which the FSI is chosen as the threshold variable, we find that the economy can be characterized by regimes of low and high financial stress, and that the high financial stress regime has a higher inflation, FSI, interest rate and lower output growth than the low financial stress regime. In-sample and out-of sample forecasting performance indicates that the EWS model based on equation (1) firmly outperforms the EWS in which the financial stress events are defined from the threshold value in the TVAR model.
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to issue signals when a financial stress event comes. Therefore, the closer the financial stress event is, the more reliably it can be anticipated. On the other hand, from a policy-maker perspective, it is desirable to have an indication of financial vulnerabilities as early as possible in order to be able to take pre-emptive policy measures. Although some early warning models for financial crises use even longer time horizons, the four-quarter horizon can provide a good trade-off between these two issues. 6 Figures 1-4 display the FSIs for the 13 countries for the sample period starting from 1981Q2 to 2010Q2. The horizontal line is the threshold described in equation (1) , and the shaded regions represent the financial crises. When the FSI exceeds this threshold value, it indicates the occurrence of a financial stress event. The higher the values of the index, the higher the financial stress. It is of interest to note that even though the component parts of the FSI are based on individual data and the thresholds vary across countries, the peaks of the index largely coincide with episodes of financial stress events that are international in nature; for example, the stock market crash in October 1987, the long-term capital management (LTCM) crisis in 1998, the subprime crisis starting in the third quarter 2007, etc. This is not surprising, given that these economies are well-integrated internationally. As such, they are not insulated from international financial developments. 7 
Individual Indicators
We follow the signal extraction approach by assessing the behaviour of single indicators prior to and during a financial stress event. The logic is that if aberrant behaviour of an indicator can be quantitatively defined, then whenever that indicator moves from tranquil to abnormal activity, a 6 A robustness check shows that our empirical models presented below do not change much when choosing sixquarter or eight-quarter horizons. 7 Between 1981Q2 to 2010Q2, there were 146 financial stress events among the 13 countries. In particular, the number of financial stress events for Canada, the United States, the countries in the European area, and Japan, is 11, 11, 115 and 9, respectively. 7 financial stress event is forewarned. At time t, an indicator j is denoted by X j t and the threshold for this indicator is denoted as X * j . At time t, a signal variable relating to j is denoted by S j t . This is constructed to be a binary variable, where S Most of indicators used in this paper come from the indicators reported in Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache (1998), Kaminsky (1998) , and Davis and Karim (2008) . We add a financial contagion indicator to the set of indicators to capture the possible contagion effect, because a financial stress event is more likely to spread to a country that is competing and trading with countries that have been experiencing a financial stress event. We include 12 indicators in our model: real GDP growth rate, short-term interest rate, inflation, exchange rate, ratio of current account to GDP (current account/GDP), growth rate of real private credit, ratio of bank reserves to bank assets (reserve/bank asset), ratio of M2 to foreign exchange reserve (M2/foreign exchange reserve), return on house price index, return on stock market index, three-quarter moving average of the FSI, and financial contagion indicator. The financial contagion indicator for a country is measured as the sum of the FSIs multiplied with the correlation coefficient of a country-pair stock market return. 8 Cross-country data are used to derive a threshold for each indicator, which distinguishes between normal and aberrant behaviour. Notice that the directional sign may vary depending on whether the indicator in question has an upper or lower bound. Hence, the indicators and thresholds are expressed in absolute terms. Therefore, for a time series of observations for a given country j, we can obtain a binary time series of signal or no-signal observations. This series is . In particular, if B = 0, the noise-to-signal ratio would be zero, which is the "perfect" indicator. If A = 0, then the noise-to-signal ratio is infinity. To obtain the threshold, a grid search is performed: the noise-to-signal ratio is calculated for a range of potential threshold values and the value that minimizes the noise-to-signal ratio is the threshold chosen for the indicator.
It should be noted that a threshold is defined relative to the percentile of the distribution of the indicator by country. For example, if the optimal threshold is the 10th percentile, then one determines the value of the indicator at the 10th percentile of its distribution for each country. The actual value varies across countries, but the percentile is the same. Other information in addition to the noise-to-signal ratio can be derived from the matrix. Table 1 provides information on the indicators used in this paper. The first column shows the category headings and the second column provides the name of the indicator. The third column reports whether the upper or lower value of each indicator would signal that the economy is vulnerable to a financial stress event. The fourth column briefly summarizes the economic rationale for using the indicator.
Using data from 1981Q2 to 2007Q3 to estimate threshold percentiles, Table 2 relative to the good signals, the proportion of quarters in which there was a financial stress event A/(A + C). The best indicator based on the lowest noise-to-signal ratio is the three-quarter moving average of the FSI. The ratios that are equal to or greater than one imply that the indicator is not very good at signalling a financial stress event. We find that the liquidity indicator yields a noise-to-signal ratio above one. Thus, the indicator of liquidity is removed from the list of indicators in the signal extraction approach. We also interpret the results regarding the noisiness of the indicators in another way, by comparing the probability of a financial stress event conditional on a signal from the indicator, A/(A + B), with the unconditional probability of a financial stress event,
. If the indicator has useful information, the conditional probability would be higher than the unconditional one. The sixth column reports the conditional probabilities, while the seventh column presents the difference between the conditional and unconditional probabilities for each of indicators. It is clear that the set of indicators for which the conditional probability of a financial stress event is lower than the unconditional probability is the same as the one for which the noise-to-signal ratio is higher than one. The analysis of the individual indicators suggests that these indicators, except for liquidity, can indeed be useful and do significantly better than guesses based on the unconditional probability of financial stress events.
Composite Indicators and Predicting Financial Stress Events
One straightforward way of capturing the fragility of the economy prior to a financial stress event is to keep track of the number of signals being issued in the different sectors of the economy. We can combine the information provided by all the indicators to assess the likelihood of an upcoming financial stress event. In this paper, we consider three composite indicators that are considered by KLR (1998) for predicting the probabilities of a currency crisis.
In principle, the larger the number of signals from different sectors of the economy, the higher the odds of a financial stress event. The first composite indicator is I 1 t , which is defined as
where S j t is equal to one if indicator j crosses the threshold in period t and zero otherwise.
I 1 t does not discriminate between the signal provided by a mild anomalous behaviour of an indicator and the signal provided by an extreme aberrant behaviour of that indicator. However, an extreme aberrant behaviour of an indicator may signal a financial stress event with more accuracy than just a mild behaviour. To account for this information, the second composite indicator,
accounts for the intensity of the signal of each univariate indicator, which is defined as
where 
where ω j is the noise-to-signal ratio of indicator j.
While the composite indicators described above may be informative, we cannot infer from their values the likelihood that a country will experience a financial stress event. In order to predict the likelihood of occurrence of a financial stress event, for each value of the composite index we need to build up an associated probability of occurrence of a financial stress event within a given period of time. For the composite index I k t , k = 1, 2 and 3, the conditional probability of a financial stress event can be defined as the relative frequency of the occurrence of a financial stress event within a window of h quarters when the composite indicator lies in a certain interval (
and a financial stress event within the next four quarters Quarters with
where P denotes probability, C t,t+h is the occurrence of a financial stress event in the interval
[t,t + h), h is the window of a financial stress event, I k t is the value of the composite indicator at time t, the subscripts I k i and I k j denote upper and lower bound for the interval (
denotes the probability that a financial stress event will occur within h quarters at time t, given that the composite indicator I k t falls within the interval (I k i , I k j ]. In this paper, we take the forecast horizon h as four quarters.
Using data from 1981Q2 to 2007Q3, Table 3 reports the conditional probabilities of occurrence of a financial stress event that are associated with different values of the three composite indicators when they fall into different intervals. Unlike composite I and composite II, the values that composite III can take are uncountable. We use the method proposed by Diebold and Rudebusch (1989) to choose the intervals. Letting M represent the in-sample maximum value, we evenly divide the
. Let P l be the predicted probability of a financial stress event within four quarters, conditional on information that the composite I k t falls into the interval Γ l at time t, for t = 1, ..., T, and {R t } L t=1 be the time series of realizations of financial stress events. R t = 1 if a financial stress event occurs between t and t + h; R t = 0 otherwise.
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We define
and
where
, where we stipulate L = 50 and L * ≤ L = 50. Given data from 1981Q2 to 2007Q3, we have M = 23.2 for composite indicator I 3 t . Using equation (8), we have L * = 7, and
.., Γ 7 , the last column in Table 3 reports the probability that indicator I 3 t falls into each of these intervals.
As shown in Table 3 , in general, the probability of occurrence of a financial stress event increases as the values of composite indicators rise. Using the information on the quarterly values of the composite indicators, and the conditional probabilities of financial stress events in Table 3 , we can construct series of probabilities of financial stress events for the 13 countries, both in-sample and out-of-sample.
Predictive Ability
We divide our data into two subsamples. The first subsample, from 1981Q2 to 2007Q3, is used to build up the model parameters, such as the composite indicators; the second subsample, from
2007Q4 to 20110Q2, is used to evaluate out-of-sample performance of early warning for financial stress events. 9 The probability forecast evaluation is based on five different criteria: the signal to noise ratio; the probability of financial stress events correctly called; the probability of false alarms in total alarms; the conditional probability of financial stress events given an alarm; and the conditional probability of financial stress given no alarm. The probability of financial stress events correctly called is defined as the percentage of the number of quarters in which a signal is followed by at least one financial stress event within the next four quarters (A/(A +C)). The probability of false alarms in total alarms is defined as the percentage of the number of quarters in which a signal is not followed by at least one financial stress event within the next four quarters (B/(A + B)). The conditional probability of financial stress events given an alarm is defined as the percentage of the number of quarters in which a signal is followed by at least one financial stress event within the next four quarters (A/ (A + B) ). The conditional probability of financial stress given no alarm is defined as the percentage of the number of quarters in which a signal is not issued, but at least one financial stress event occurs within the next four quarters (C/(C + D)).
Corresponding to the value of I k t at time t (k = 1, 2 and 3), there is a probability that predicts the likelihood of a financial stress event occuring within four quarters. The higher the probability threshold for calling a financial stress event, the higher the probability of Type I errors (failure to call a financial stress event). The lower the probability threshold chosen, the more signals sent, and the higher the probability of Type II errors (false alarms). For each country, we obtain the optimal threshold probability at which the noise-to-signal ratio, defined as
minimized. 10 To obtain the "optimal" threshold probability, a grid search is performed over the range of potential threshold probabilities, from 0.15 to 0.50. The probability value where the noise-to-signal ratio is at a minimum is chosen and is called the cut-off probability. Using the information on the quarterly values of the three composite indicators and the conditional probabilities in Table 3 , we can construct series of forecasted probabilities of financial stress events for the 13 countries. If the forecast probability of a financial stress event exceeds the cut-off probability, the early warning system will issue a warning. Otherwise, the early warning system will not issue a warning signal. In-sample predictive ability is important and can reveal useful information, but there is no guarantee that a model that fits historical data well will also perform well out-of-sample. It is important to note that the value of the EWS for financial stress events lies in its ability to provide policy-maker with early warning of impending financial stress events, therefore it depends on its out-of-sample predictive ability.
The bottom panels in Tables 4-16 For Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, Italy and the United States, composite III consistently outperforms composite I and performs better or equal to composite II across all the criteria considered. Notably, for Canada, composite III performs better than both composite I and composite II. For example, moving either composite I or composite II to composite III increases the probability of financial stress events correctly called from 0.38 to 0.88, while reducing the false alarm from 0.25 to 0.12. Similarly, the conditional probability of experiencing a financial stress event when an alarm was issued rises from 0.75 to 0.88, and the conditional probability of having a financial stress event given no alarm decreases from 0.63 to 0.25. Overall, the out-of-sample forecasting results suggest that for most of countries, including Canada, composite indicator III performs better than the two others across all the criteria considered.
Figures 5-8 plot the probabilities from composite indicator III for the 13 countries. The shaded regions represent the financial stress events identified by equation (1) for individual countries. A noticeable feature of these graphs is that the probabilities for all countries, with the exception of Finland, are quite a bit higher than their cut-off probabilities during most of the subprime crisis.
This result is consistent with the fact that all countries, with the exception of Finland and France, experienced financial stress events at the time of the subprime crisis.
More generally, the forecasted probabilities from composite indicator III often rise during financial stress events rather than in advance. However, it is notable that these forecasted probabilities rise in Sweden and Finland before the financial stress events they experienced in the early 1990s. In future work, we will extend the forecast horizon to two years to put more emphasis on indicators that give earlier signals. In addition, we plan to investigate which indicators best predict the start of a stress episode.
4 Conclusion
This paper proposes an early warning system that can predict the likelihood of the occurrence of financial stress events within a given period of time. To achieve this goal, the signal extraction approach is used to monitor the evolution of a number of economic indicators that tend to exhibit unusual behaviour in the periods preceding a financial stress event. We construct three different composite indicators, the summed composite indicator, the extreme composite indicator and the weighted composite indicator, by combining the information from all the indicators to assess the likelihood of an upcoming financial stress event.
We evaluate in-sample and out-of-sample performance of the three composite models for predicting financial stress events. In-sample forecasting results suggest that the three composite indicators are useful tools for predicting financial stress events, although none of them outperforms the others across all the criteria considered. Out-of-sample forecasting results indicate that for most of countries, including Canada, the weighted composite indicator correctly predicts most financial stress events during the subprime crisis period and performs better than the two others across all the criteria considered.
Further research on EWS models for financial stress events may focus on adding dynamic components to the EWS models and, in particular, on studying the effects of economic status on the forecasted probabilities. This may be accomplished, for instance, by utilizing regime-switching models that have been employed successfully in other areas of economic forecasting. 
Real short-term interest rate
Upper tail High real short-term interest rates affect bank balance sheets adversely and are often associated with capital outflows.
Inflation
Upper tail Inflation is likely to be associated with high nominal interest rates and it may proxy macroeconomic mismanagement and adversely affect the financial sector through various channels.
Financial indicator M2/foreign exchange reserve
Upper tail Expansionary monetary policy and/or a sharp decline in reserves are associated with the onset of a crisis.
Bank reserve/bank asset Lower tail Adverse macroeconomic shocks should be less likely to lead to crises when the banking sector is liquid. We use the ratio to capture liquidity.
Growth rate of real private credit
Upper tail Credit expands prior to a crisis and contracts after a crisis.
Return on stock market index
Lower tail Stock market downturns are associated with crises.
Return on house price index
Lower tail House price index downturns are associated with crises.
Current account/GDP Lower tail Large current deficits are associated with imbalances that may lead to a crisis.
Contagion indicator
Upper tail Large values of a contagion indicator are associated with financial stress events.
Three-quarter moving Upper tail A high value of the three-quarter moving average of FSI average of the FSI predicts a financial stress event.
20 using data from the 13 OECD countries. Threshold percentile, which minimizes the noise to signal ratio, is obtained by using a grid search over the risk tail, and is used to determine the "optimal threshold". Noise-to-signal ratio is defined as the ratio of false signals(measuredas as B/(B+D)) to good signals (measured as A/(A+C)). P[crisis|signals] is defined as the percentage of the signals issued by the indicator that are followed by at least one crisis within the subsequent four quarters. P[crisis] is defined as the unconditional probability of a crisis, (A +C)/(A + B +C + D). Over 10 1.00 The probability is calculated by equation (6) . Composite Indicator I is defined as I 1 t = ∑ n i=1 S i t , where S i t is equal to one if indicator i crosses the threshold in period t and zero otherwise. Composite Indicator II is defined as
, where SMT i t = 1, when indicator i is between the mild threshold and the extreme threshold, and zero otherwise; SET i t = 1, when indicator i crosses the extreme threshold and zero otherwise. The extreme threshold is defined at 0.05 percentile for lower tail risk and at 0.95 percentile for upper tail risk. Composite Indicator III is defined as
ω j , where ω j is the noise-to-signal ratio of variable j. The cut-off probability for each country comes from the in-sample estimation by minimizing the noise-to-signal ratio.
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The percentage of financial stress events correctly called is defined as A/(A+C); the percentage of false alarms of total alarms is defined as B/(A+B); the probability of financial stress events given an alarm is defined as A/(A+B); the probability of financial stress events given no alarm is defined as C/(C+D). The cut-off probability for each country comes from the in-sample estimation by minimizing the noise-to-signal ratio.
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The percentage of financial stress events correctly called is defined as A/(A+C); the percentage of false alarms of total alarms is defined as B/(A+B); the probability of financial stress events given an alarm is defined as A/(A+B); the probability of financial stress events given no alarm is defined as C/(C+D). 
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Finland
The shaded regions represent the time spans of financial stress events. The solid lines are the forecasted probabilities, and the dashed lines are the cut-off probabilities.
